Ultra-Absorbent, Eco-friendly training pants
Jumbo MAXI T4 (8/15 kg) x 38 Pants and JUNIOR T5 (12-18 kg) x 36 Pants

About the Stand Up range:
After the success of the Night&Day eco-friendly nappy range and its Care treatment range, Tidoo is launching Stand Up, its range of eco-friendly potty training pants certified by the FSC© and SWAN, and made in France.

Description:
As they grow, little ones want to use a potty like big boys and girls, which is possible with training pants but not with regular nappies.

To give little ones the independence they need to learn how to use the potty, Tidoo has created Stand Up, the eco-friendly training pants they can pull on and off like underpants!

> 12-hour leak protection
Easy to use, TIDOO Stand Up training pants keep baby comfortable and bring Mum peace of mind, day and night for 12 hours! The thin mattress is drained through the top layer to the absorbent core, made of FSC© certified cellulose, sealing in liquid. The leak-proof side barriers that hug baby’s thighs provide additional safety for maximum leak protection.

> Everything baby needs to be comfortable
Hypoallergenic and dermatologically tested, TIDOO Stand Up training pants protect all babies’ skin, even the most sensitive. The nappy’s breathable, micro-ventilated outer layer provides total well-being for baby’s skin, allowing air exchange with the outside, without the risk of leaks. The absorbent pad is cut to follow the contours of the body, allowing ease of movement without discomfort to the crotch.

To remove the pants, it’s easy! Tear away the pants on one side to remove the nappy from the legs, and close it again using the adhesive tab at the back.

Make changing fun for baby! The nappy is decorated with princesses, knights, dragons and unicorns, to keep them smiling!

Made in France

Composition:
- 47% biodegradable raw materials.
- FSC© cellulose or wood pulp, 100% responsibly sourced fibres.
- Free from chlorine, perfume and latex.

The stretch panels are welded, not glued.

Certifications:
- FSC© MIX certification guarantees that our cellulose comes from responsibly sourced fibres.
- Nordic Ecolabel/SWAN certification takes account of the product’s impact throughout its lifespan, from the raw materials needed to recycling.